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Abstract: The high pace emergence in communication systems and associated demands has triggered academia-industries to achieve more efficient solution for Quality of Service (QoS) delivery for which recently introduced Long Term Evolution (LTE) or LTE-Advanced has been found as a promising solution. However, enabling QoS and Quality of Experience (QoE) delivery for multimedia data over LTE has always been a challenging task. QoS demands require reliable data transmission with minimum signalling overheads, computational complexity, minimum latency etc, for which classical Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HREQ) based LTE-MAC is not sufficient. To alleviate these issues, in this paper a novel and robust Multiple Generation Mixing (MGM) assisted Systematic Random Linear Network Coding (S-RLNC) model is developed to be used at the top of LTE MAC protocol stack for multimedia data transmission over LTE/LTE-A system. Our proposed model incorporated interleaving and coding approach along with MGM to ensure secure, resource efficient and reliable multiple data delivery over LTE systems. The simulation results reveal that our proposed S-RLNC-MGM based MAC can ensure QoS/QoE delivery over LTE systems for multimedia data communication.
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1. Introduction

In last few years, wireless communication has gained an immense space across human presence. Communication system being an inevitable need of modern day human society encompassing civil, defense, scientific or industrial purposes has motivated academia-industries to achieve better wireless communication solution. The emerging demand of mobile communication has also raised the need of QoS/QoE provision, which seems rightfully to provide multimedia communication to the customers. In recent years, the widespread use of handheld devices, smart phones and other wireless communication devices with an array of multimedia application supports have been driving ever-rising demand for QoS assisted mobile communication solution [1]. To facilitate these demands, it is inevitable to provide a reliable communication protocol so as to ensure minimum or even negligible latency, jitter, packet drop and maximum throughput and resource utilization. To fulfill these requirements, recently EPC introduced Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology and its advanced variants commonly known as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) that intends to serve QoS delivery to the users for different data and communication applications. The typical LTE/LTE-A systems are designed to provide high data rate communication serving an array of applications, primarily multimedia communication over, delay sensitive mission critical data transmission and major other broadband services. However, the exponential and consistent rise in QoS/QoE demands has triggered industries to further enhance LTE/LTE-A protocol to meet QoS demands by incorporating more efficient transmission mechanism.

Recently to meet QoS demands, 3rd Generation Project, commonly known as 3GPP standards incorporated different technologies to enable Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services (MBMS) for LTE/LTE-A systems [2] [3]. To achieve QoS delivery optimizing MAC layer of the protocol stack can be of paramount significance [4,5]. Augmentation of MAC with enhanced delay sensitive multicast transmission can ensure higher throughput as well as minimum latency and thus enabling LTE/LTE-A to deliver QoS/QoE delivery. It can be a potential solution for cellular as well as multimedia communication. Now, considering the transmission nature of LTE/LTE-A systems where the classical Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) or Hybrid-ARQ (HARQ) are used as FEC to perform successful data transmission, it is obvious that ARQ/HARQ introduces significant signaling overhead in acknowledging transmitter about successful packet delivery. To alleviate these issues, NC technique can be applied, which has emerged as one of the dominating approach to enable reliable and QoS efficient transmission [6-11]. NC scheme can be a better alternative to alleviate limitations of HARQ that as a result can augment classical Forward Error Correction (FEC) process [12] for delivering enhanced MBMS transmission [13, 14]. It can be significant for multimedia data transmission which requires timely data delivery with minimum latency and resource consumption. NC can significantly minimize computational complexity, signaling overhead, latency and data drop probability that can assist efficient multimedia data delivery. Recently, a variant of NC called Random Network Coding (RNC) has been applied in the latest generation of smartphones at the application layer to ensure reliable multimedia delivery over wireless links [15][16]. RNC functions on the basis of random linear coding [17] concept that can be used as a rate-less coding scheme for unicast/multicast transmission [18] and as a NC scheme to enhance overall throughput in cooperative communication environment [19]. A more sophisticated model called Unequal Error Protection (UEP) model [20] was developed by amalgamating sparse RNC [21] so as to lower computational complexity, error-resilience and content-aware data transmission. However, these approaches could not address the issue of redundant packets caused bandwidth utilization and latency issues. With the efficacy of RNC scheme to alleviate the gap of upper-layer media compression/packetization and the lower-
layer wireless packet transmission, in this paper we intend to develop a robust Systematic Random Linear Network Coding (S-RLNC) scheme to be applied at the top of existing HARQ [22] to assist reliable and QoS oriented multimedia data delivery over LTE/LTE-A. In this paper, our proposed S-RLNC model based MAC protocol intends to facilitate a sophisticated and efficient RAN-wide NC MAC sub-layer that could enhance the packet delivery across a multi-hop RAN topologies, particularly LTE-A Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) [23]. Our proposed S-RLNC model is applied in between the transport and link layer, functional at the top of MAC standard. To enhance throughput, flexible system design, dynamic and collaborative data delivery in LTE systems. In addition, our method intends to assist multimedia content delivery awareness within the lower-layer LTE RAN protocols. The proposed S-RLNC model has been examined in terms of throughput, delay, packet loss, number of redundant packets for successful multimedia packet delivery etc.

The other sections of this paper are divided as follows. Section II discusses the related work. In Section III, our proposed contribution is discussed, which is followed by the discussion of results obtained in Section IV. Section V presents the conclusion. The references used in this research are given as the end of the paper.

2. Related Work

This section primarily discusses some of the key literatures pertaining to NC based transmission protocol or routing protocol for LTE/LTE-A networks. Author [24] derived a NC model by exploiting infinite symbol size, and found it suitable for augmented multicast transmission efficiency. In [25] a mathematical model was derived to assess the suitability of linear multicast transmission. Considering the significance of energy efficiency, authors [26] derived a NC based distributed algorithm for data gathering over wireless sensor network. An enhanced NC based routing model was derived in [27], where authors exploited butterfly structural design to form an independent NC layer, particularly derived for computational overhead minimization. Recently, author [28] found that Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) can be a potential solution to meet adaptive and contented conscious packet delivery over wireless network. Unlike other approaches, authors incorporated RLNC in conjunction with the higher layer media packetization and the inferior layer wireless packet transmission. It enabled a cross layer structure to assist dependable multimedia transmission. Considering LTE communication, ARQ and HARQ are two standard retransmission models available; however it has been found that the traditional ARQ/HARQ imposed signaling overheads thus introducing additional energy consumption and latency [28, 29]. In classical HARQ based LTE transmission, transmitter continues transmitting data packets till it obtains ACK from the receiver. This as a result increases retransmission probability and hence latency [9], while in multimedia communication timely data delivery with minimum delay and bandwidth utilization is must. To alleviate such issues, NC scheme can be of paramount significance as it can reduce ACK requirement significantly [28-30]. On the other hand, to meet QoS demands of the multimedia communication, enhancing transmission rate and successful data delivery are inevitable for which NC schemes can be the potential solution [28]. HARQ based transmission, exhibits retransmission at the similar rate as the initial packet [28] and hence enabling channel adaptive transmission in highly intricate. On contrary, NC can employ current channel conditions to enable routing decision which can be efficient to reduce additional redundant packet and hence can make overall routing resource efficient. In [31] the efficacy of NC algorithm was assessed to be used for wireless mesh networks by employing joint diverse sources. It augmented the information substance in transmissions. To achieve QoS centric routing MAC optimization has always been a dominating solution. With this motivation, authors [32-35] made effort to employ NC at the MAC layer of LTE protocol stack to enhance data delivery. With some enhancement, in [36] an augmented form of NC called Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) was developed to enhance transmission efficacy of Wi-MAX. In [37], authors found that NC algorithms can be efficient to enhance bandwidth consumption in LTE network, while its energy efficiency was established in [38], where authors applied RLNC at MAC layer of the LTE protocol stack. Similarly, in [39, 40] RLNC was applied for point to multipoint transmission over multi-hop network. Author [39] developed NC based multicast transmission model, where the intermediate node could linearly join data streams from different source nodes. Authors primarily emphasized on improving the total of video layers recovered by the multicast users. A similar effort was done in [41], where authors assessed point-to-multipoint data transmission in cellular network. Authors [41] applied NC scheme to enhance throughput by using RLNC algorithm. In addition, authors derived a packet error probability estimation model to enable resource-distribution. To perform video data delivery they applied H.264/SVC standard and found that RLNC can be an efficient approach for multimedia transmission. In [42], authors proposed a new advanced multirate transmission model for multimedia multicast/broadcast over 4G LTE/LTE-A networks. In their model, authors exploited Random Network Coding concept to enhance transmission rate. A similar effort was made in [43], where RLNC was applied to enhance Quality of Experience (QoE) by incorporating other supplementary models such as file delivery above Unidirectional Transport protocol, joined with Application Layer (AL) Forward Error Correction (FEC) on the basis of Raptor and RaptorQ codes. In [44], to achieve Multi View Video (MVV) transmission over LTE, authors suggested for NC scheme. Author [45] assessed the usefulness of NC for Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) to be used in V2X communication that presently uses merely single antenna transmission. Authors found that NC can be effective to enable multicast transmission to meet the demands. To assist error free transmission and efficient resource allocation, authors in [46] developed a novel Unequal Error Protection model using Network Coding. Recently, in [47], authors derived a cross-layer control method to transmit videos over LTE network. RLNC was applied in [48] to derive an
energy-aware communication model. Here RLNC was applied to perform multicast and broadcast functions for data transmission over LTE/LTE-A networks. Considering above literatures and respective outcomes, it is revealed that NC algorithm can be vital to ensure data transmission over wireless network; however no significant effort is made to reduce computational overheads, number of redundant packet minimization, resource efficient routing etc. Deriving a RLNC model with low computational overheads, higher packet delivery probability, better resource utilization and unwanted resource consumption avoidance can be a potential solution for multimedia transmission over LTE/LTE-A. To achieve it, in this research the focus is made on developing an enhanced RLNC algorithm to be used in between transport layer and network layer, to enhance overall communication efficiency (i.e., QoS/QoE delivery).

3. Our Contribution

This section primarily discusses the proposed enhanced S-RLNC model based MAC optimization for multimedia data delivery over LTE/LTE-A networks. Considering the rising QoS/QoE demands, particularly for multimedia communication over LTE/LTE-A system, in this research paper a robust systematic-RLNC based MAC optimization model is developed. Our proposed S-RLNC model is applied in between the transport layer and the network layer, where it can be stated to be functional at the top of traditional HARQ based MAC. The overall proposed multimedia multi-cast model intends to enhance packet delivery ratio, reliable transmission, minimum latency and resource efficient transmission while ensuring minimum computational overheads or signaling overhead. Undeniably, RLNC method has been found robust to assist reliable data transmission over wireless network; however realizing the multimedia data transmission, particularly over LTE/LTE-A networks, assessing and enhancing it to meet standards is inevitable. Unlike traditional NC schemes, our proposed system incorporates systematic RLNC approach with pre-coding and interleaving mechanism that assure reliable delivery while ensuring minimum or negligible data drop and retransmission probability. In addition to this, our method incorporates Multiple Generation Mixing (MGM) technique that facilitates both high data rate transmission as well as reliable communication over network. Additionally, the Iterative Buffer Flush (IBF) concept plays vital role in reducing unwanted bandwidth occupancy. This as cumulative solution makes overall transmission approach efficient and suitable for multimedia data transmission over LTE systems.

A brief of the proposed NC model and its implementation is discussed in sub-sequent sections.

3.1 Pre-Coding and Interleaving based S-RLNC for Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS)

The efficacy of S-RLNC algorithm for multicast transmission was assessed in our previous work [49]. Unlike classical NC schemes where NC is applied per packet manner, our proposed S-RLNC method employs RLNC for groups of packets called generations that undeniably augments the usability of NC scheme for real-time applications. It strengthens our proposed method to deal with real-time packet erasures, delays and topology changes conditions. Considering multimedia data transmission where jitter and latency adversely affects the QoS and QoE, our proposed method is developed in such manner that it supports minimum but significant network-coded redundant packets as FEC to ensure reliability and delay-resilience. In addition, it increases the probability of decoding NC generations amidst packet erasures. These redundant NC packets perform FEC more efficiently than traditional ARQ based schemes to combat packet erasures [50]. However, realizing the fact that packet loss in major multimedia communication or internet is bursty and even a small chunk of packet loss bursts account for most of the packet losses. In our previous work [49], we incorporated redundant packets based FEC enhancement; however realizing the real-time multimedia communication over LTE/LTE-A, where in case of packet losses in multimedia-bursts, a significant amount of packet combinations from a generation could be lost such that the redundant NC packets in the generation would not be sufficient to decode an NC generation. This as a result would degrade the communication efficiency. Considering this issue, in this paper a robust Pre-Coding and Interleaving based S-RLNC model is developed that augments its efficiency to alleviate packet losses. A snippet of the proposed S-RLNC model for multimedia data transmission is discussed in the sub-sequent sections.

3.1.1 S-RLNC

Our proposed S-RLNC model applies pre-coding and interleaving processes to retrieve lost packet combinations and to strengthen it be packet-loss resilient. One of the key novelties of the proposed model is that in this approach the random packet losses are recovered during decoding S-RLNC combinations while the burst packet losses which are spread after de-interleaving are recovered during decoding pre-coded combinations. A schematic of the proposed PCI based S-RLNC transmission model is given in Fig. 1. As depicted, our proposed model encompasses three consecutive phases, packet encoding at the source node, process at the intermediate node and packet decoding at the sink node. These processes are discussed as follows:

a) Packet Encoding at the Source Node

As stated, S-RLNC at first performs pre-coding and interleaving operations at the source so as to augment the robustness of a packet transmission against burst packet losses. Our proposed pre-coding method combined source packets linearly so as to generate a set of linear packet combinations. Consider $[X_M]_{n \times s}(M = 1,2,\ldots,m)$, where $m \geq n$, be $n \times m$ source packets where each packet is a $1 \times s$ matrix containing symbols from a Galois Field of size $2^F$, where $F$ states the order of Galois field (GF).

Pre-coding process give rise to a $m \times m$ matrix containing the linear combinations, $[Y_M]_{m \times s}(M = 1,2,\ldots,m)$, by performing following process (1).

$$[Y_M]_{m \times s} = w_{m \times n} [X_M]_{n \times s}$$

In (1), $w$ states a $m \times n$ fraction of the Symbol Combination Matrix (SCM), which is known to both transmitter as well as receiver. In our proposed S-RLNC model, to enhance the robustness against packet loss, the pre-coded packet combinations are processed for interleaving with each other that eventually generates $[Y_M]_{m \times p}(6 = 1,2,\ldots,m)$ in such
manner that,
\[ \hat{Y}_\delta = \gamma \left[ Y_M \right] \]
where \( \gamma \) is obtained through (3).
\[ \hat{Y}_\delta(w, M) = Y_M(\delta, w) \]
In (3), \( w(1 \leq w \leq s) \) signifies the position of a symbol in a packet.

**Figure 1.** Block diagram of Pre-Coding and Interleaving assisted S-RLNC for MBMS

In our proposed model, S-RLNC has been employed to \( \left[ \hat{Y}_\delta \right] \) that helps in generating or retrieving \( \left[ Z_\delta \right] \), where \( l \geq m \). Here, the generations are obtained by means of \( \left[ C_\delta \right] \), where individual component of \( C_\delta \) refers a symbol belonging to GF of size \( 2^F \). Thus, the output generated would be the linear packet combinations given by \( \left[ Z_\delta \right] \). Mathematically,
\[ \left[ Z_\delta \right] = \left[ C_\delta \right] \times \left[ \hat{Y}_\delta \right] \]
As depicted in (4), \( m \times 1 \) number of generated packet combinations, given as \( \left[ Z_\delta \right] \), are retrieved and identified to be in the same interleaved group. Noticeably, the individual set of linear packet combinations (i.e., \( \left[ C_\delta \right] \)) originates from a single generation. Here, the key information pertaining to the S-RLNC generation, sequence number that signifies the position of a generation in the interleaved group, and the interleaved group are added to individual packet that facilitates the needed information for sink nodes so as to decode the received packet. It enables the linear packet combinations to multicast over S-RLNC enabled network.

**b) Intermediate Nodes**
In our proposed method, at intermediate node S-RLNC performs linear combination of the packets belonging to the same generation. Noticeably, all data packets belonging to the same generation have the same sequence number or rank and interleaved group. Therefore, at this node the S-RLNC generation, sequence number and interleaved group are appended to the output packet combinations. Once appending the data packets, intermediate node forwards it to the sink node.

c) **Packet Decoding at Sink Nodes**
Consider the packets retrieved by the sink node is in the form of \( \left[ \hat{C}_\delta \right] \), where \( \eta \) signifies the number of linear packet combinations pertaining to \( \delta \)th S-RLNC generation, obtained at the sink. Let, \( \left[ C_\delta \right] \) be the coefficient matrix and \( Z_\delta \) be the linear combination matrix obtained at the sink node. With these obtained variables, the sink node selects \( m \) linearly independent combinations from each generation (5).
\[ \left[ \hat{C}_\delta \right] = k \left( \left[ C_\delta \right] \right) \]
In (5), the parameter \( k \) selects \( m \) linearly independent combinations from the \( \delta \)th generation, provided two conditions; \( \eta \geq m \) such that the sink node has received \( m \) packet combinations. Now, S-RLNC exploits the selected packet combinations and coefficients retrieved from \( \delta \)th generation for generating an interleaved generation in such manner,
\[ \left[ \hat{Y}_\delta \right] = \left[ C_\delta \right] \times \left[ Z_\delta \right] \]
In our model, the \( m \) interleaved generations pertaining to an interleaved group are ordered by means of a rank value or the sequence number, which is then followed by de-interleaving so as to generate pre-coded generations. Mathematically, (7)
\[ \hat{Y}_\delta = \left( \left[ C_\delta \right] \right) \times \left( \left[ Z_\delta \right] \right) \]
Here, \( \tilde{Y} \) is processed in such manner that,
\[ \tilde{Y}_\delta(M, w) = \hat{Y}_\delta(M, w) \]
In our proposed method, the \( n \) combinations from each \( m \) sets of de-interleaved combinations pertaining to a pre-coded generation are taken into consideration along with their allied coefficients. Let, the selected coefficients and combinations be \( \left[ \alpha \right] \), then the original packets are decoded by (9).
\[ \tilde{Y}_\delta = \left[ \alpha \right] \times \left[ \hat{Y}_\delta \right] \]

**3.1.2 Multi-Generation Mixing Based S-RLNC for Multimedia Data Transmission**
To enable packet loss resilient transmission, our proposed S-RLNC model employs multi generation mixing mechanism. Typically, S-RLNC encodes data packets pertaining to a generation, which is then followed by the broadcast of the linear mixtures across the network. On the contrary, in our proposed method, S-RLNC with Multi-Generation Mixing (SRLNC-MGM) multiple generations are collected and is transformed into combination sets, which is then followed by combining data packets pertaining to a specific set so as to enhance packet loss resiliency [49]. To enable S-RLNC-MGM based multicast, let the size of a combination set be \( z \) generations. The schematic of the multiple generations is given in Fig. 2. Here, we assign a location index for each generation which is appended in the combination matrix (set). It signifies the location of the location of the generation.
in the combination matrix. If the initial generation in the combination is one and the final generation in the combination set is \( z \), then the position index would be \( (1 \leq d \leq z) \). As depicted in Fig. 2, the source node linearly combines the initial d.n numeral of source packets to generate a total of \( d.m \) linear combinations, where \( m \geq n \). To ensure the successful delivery of the data packet combinations to the sink under the probability of packet loss, the \( z \) (\( m-n \)) additionally transmits packet combination. Consider, \( \{ X_{[d]} \} _{n \times s} \) be the \( n \) source packets pertaining to the \( d \)th generation in the matrix, where the individual source packet refers a \( 1 \times s \) matrix of the symbols obtained from the Galois Field of size \( 2^p \), where \( F \) refers GF’s order. In our proposed S-RLNC model, at the source node, \( A[C]_{m \times (d.n)} \) matrix with rank \( d.n \) is obtained by means of the variables retrieved from the similar Galois field(\( 2^p \)).

Now, from the \( d \)th combination matrix, a total of \( m \) output packet mixtures are obtained using (10).

\[
\gamma_{m \times s} = \left[ C_{m \times (d.n)} \right] \cdot \left[ X \right]_{(d.n) \times s}
\]  

(10)

**Figure 2.** S-RLNC with multi-generation mixing (MGM)

The generated m combinations (packet) allied with \( d \cdot z \)th S-RLNC generations are then transmitted from the source node. As already discussed in the previous sections, the process of intermediate node is similar to the RLNC, where it encodes packet combinations allied with the similar S-RLNC generation. Sink nodes collects packet combinations from a suitable combination set. Sink nodes decode the \( d \cdot n \) S-RLNC-MGM packets while the rank of the received matrix from the initial \( d \) generations turns out to be \( d.n \).

Consider, \( d.n \) unique packets be \( \left[ C_{(d.n) \times (d.n)} \right] \), where \( \left[ C_{(d.n) \times (d.n)} \right] \) signifies the coefficients pertinent to generate the received packets \( \left[ \gamma \right]_{(d.n) \times s} \) in S-RLNC model the packets are decoded using (11).

\[
\gamma_{d \cdot n \times s} = \left[ C \right]^{-1}_{(d.n) \times (d.n)} \cdot \left[ \gamma \right]_{d \cdot n \times s}
\]  

(11)

Here, it should be noted that in case of packet loss, the \((m-n)\) number of redundant packets are generated from \( d \) generations which are used to perform decoding. However, it increases the versatility of redundant packets as they are able to be used for augmenting error resilience of loss proneness. Interestingly, in our proposed model, the redundant packets are generated for multiple-generation fixed packet combination and therefore it avoids redundant packet generation for each generation. This mechanism reduces the probability of additional bandwidth requirement (due to supplementary redundant packet transmission) and hence increases resource utilization. Furthermore, in our proposed model a novel function called Iterative Buffer Flush (IBF) has been applied that once the packet is decoded successfully at the receiver, it flushes the buffers and hence enables sufficient resource for further data transmission. It enhances resource efficacy of the proposed model, which is of vital significance for multimedia data transmission over LTE/LTE-A networks. Taking into consideration of the use of our proposed research work for multimedia data communication in LTE/LTE-A networks, we have derived our proposed S-RLNC-MGM model to cope up with content as well as network awareness to deliver QoS assured multicast transmission. A brief of the derived network and content awareness model is given as follows:

### 3.1.3 Network and Content Awareness of S-RLNC-MGM Model for Multicast Transmission over LTE

In our proposed S-RLNC-MGM model, to enhance the likelihood of decoding of each S-RLNC generation, it is intended to distribute redundant packet in such manner that it would assist deciding all data packets while ensuring minimum redundant packets demand. A snippet of decoding multimedia data packets at the receiver (in LTE, UEs) is given as follows:

**a) Decoding Likelihood Optimization (DLO) each Generation**

Our proposed S-RLNC-MGM model incorporates an optimization model to perform efficient redundant packet allocation across network that intends to increase the probability of decoding at receiver or UEs. As multicast application scenario over LTE network, in this research paper we consider source nodes, intermediate nodes and the sink nodes or customers (i.e., UEs). Here, the prime objective is to transmit the maximum possible data from the source node to the UEs by employing available resource or spectrum, efficiently. In our proposed model, the source node collects data packets from the application layer and prepares it as initial PDCP packet, which is then prepared as a sets of \( \sum_{d=1}^{n_d} n_d \) NC-PDCP (source) packets where \( z \) signifies the total number of generations and \( n_d \) refers the total source packets allied with the generation having position index \( d \). Here, each source packet contains the factors selected from GF(\( 2^p \)). Here, the source packets combined linearly by means of the variables selected from the similar GF so as to generate \( \sum_{d=1}^{n_d} n_d \) S-RLNC packets allied with multiple generations \( g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_z \), where \( m_4 \) signifies the total number of S-RLNC-coded packets belonging to the \( g_d \) generation. In our model, the \( m_4 \) number of S-RLNC-MGM data packets retrieved from the \( g_d \)th generation (here, \( 0 < d \leq z \)), are generated by means of combining the initial \( \sum_{y=1}^{n_y} n_y \) source packets linearly. Thus, the optimal number of S-RLNC-MGM coded packets (\( m_4 \)d) generated for \( g_d \) for retrieving the optimal probability of packet decoding is estimated using following method.
Consider, the probability of a S-RLNC-MGM coded packet reaching to the UEs be $\alpha_{avg}$. Mathematically,

$$\alpha_{avg} = \frac{\sum_{v=1}^{d} \alpha_v}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Noticeably, the generation $g_1$ and its previous generations, $g_1', \ldots, g_{d-1}$, are capable of being decoded in case $\sum_{v=1}^{d} \alpha_v$ number of linearly dependent packet combinations are received from the different generations $g_1, \ldots, g_d$. It enables a sink or receiver (say, UEs in LTE) to decode every generation if generation $g_1$ is decoded and $\sum_{v=1}^{d} \alpha_v$ linearly independent S-RLNC-MGM coded packets are received from the generations $g_{d+1}', \ldots, g_d$. Consider, the probability of decoding $g_d$ after receiving packets from $g_1', \ldots, g_{d-1}$ be $\zeta_d$, then it is presumed that an adequately large size of GF is considered for computation. In such cases, with $d = 1$, $\zeta_1$ is equivalent to the probability of receiving at least one S-RLNC-MGM coded packets out of the transmitted $m_1$ coded packets from generation $g_1$. Hence,

$$P_{dec}(m_1, m_2, \alpha_{avg}) = \sum_{v=n}^{m_1} P_{dec}(m_1, m_2, \alpha_{avg})$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Now, deriving by (13),

$$\zeta_1 = P(n_1, m_1, \alpha_{avg})$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

In the similar way, $\zeta_2$ equals the likelihood of receiving at least two packet combinations from $g_1$ if $g_1$ is decoded. Additionally, $g_1$ and $g_2$ are also capable of decoding if the sum of $n_1 + n_2$ packet mixtures are received from the respective generations. Consequently, $\zeta_2$ is estimated using (15),

$$\zeta_2 = \zeta_1 + P(n_1, m_1, \alpha_{avg})$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Meanwhile, $\zeta_z$ is estimated using (16),

$$\zeta_z = \zeta_{z-1} + P(n_{z}, m_{z}, \alpha_{avg})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Now, considering above equations (14-16), $\zeta_d$ is derived into a generalized form

$$\zeta_d = \begin{cases} P(n_1, m_1, \alpha_{avg}) & ; d = 1 \\ \sum_{v=d-1}^{d} \zeta_{vd+1} \left(1 - \zeta_{vd} \right) P(n_{d}, m_{d}, \alpha_{avg}) + \sum_{v=d+1}^{d} \zeta_{vd+1} \left(1 - \zeta_{vd} \right) P(n_{d}, m_{d}, \alpha_{avg}) & ; d \geq 1 \end{cases}$$

where, $\zeta_0 = 1$. Furthermore, it must be noted that $\zeta_d$ is capable of getting decoded only when $\sum_{v=d}^{d} \alpha_v$ linearly independent packets are received from generations $g_d, \ldots, g_d$. Consider the probability of decoding of $g_d$ after reaching packet combination (for $z$ generations) be $\rho_d$, then with $d = z$,

$$\rho_z = \zeta_z$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Similarly, with $d = (z - 1)$,

$$\rho_{z-1} = \zeta_{z-1} + (1 - \zeta_{z-1}) \zeta_z$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Similarly, when $d = 1$,

$$\rho_1 = \zeta_1 + \zeta_1 (1 - \zeta_1) \zeta_2 + \cdots + (1 - \zeta_1) \cdots (1 - \zeta_{z-1}) \zeta_z$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Now, implementing (17), (18) and (19), $t$: a generalized form is achieved as (20),

$$\rho_d = \begin{cases} \zeta_d & ; d = z \\ \zeta_d + \sum_{u=d+1}^{z} \left[ \zeta_u \prod_{w=d}^{u-1} (1 - \zeta_w) \right] & ; d < z \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Using (9), the average decoding probability for S-RLNC generation, $\bar{\rho}$, is estimated using (21),

$$\bar{\rho} = \frac{\sum_{d=1}^{z} \rho_d}{z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The major significance of $m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_z$ is that it applies the decoding probability with such way that $\bar{\rho}$ signifies the summation of the packet combinations capable of being transferred per multi-generation in the assigned bandwidth.

### 3.1.4 Received Video Quality

One of the predominant intricacies in applying NC model for multimedia transmission over wireless network, particularly LTE network is to get the uneven multimedia content or packets while ensuring packets precedence or order uniformity under loss conditions. On the contrary, to ensure optimal QoS or QoE, ensuring optimal packet rate, packet sequence etc is must. To enable it, the traditional NC schemes are not sufficient, particularly in assigning redundancies to transfer high volume multimedia data multicast over wireless network. To deal with such limitations, in our proposed S-RLNC model an enhancement is made by means of the precedence of scalable packet layers that enables optimal redundancy distribution. Here, by applying a scalable multimedia data with $z$ scalability layers, which are generated in such manner that every successive layer is encoded at a superior quality by managing the quantization factor, spatial resolution or temporal resolution. Hence, each successive scalability layer received by UEs will increase the quality of multimedia data accepted. Almost all multimedia data (say, video data) layers connected to the $d$th scalability layer in a Group of Packets (GOP) are assigned to the $d$th generation (Fig. 3). Similar to the decoding probability optimization, in our model the enhancement is made by considering average probability of a coded packet reaching UEs or receiver $\alpha_{avg}$.
distribution optimization has been performed. Our proposed model ensures that the sufficient and optimal number of redundant packets is distributed across network to ensure that all receivers decode multimedia data while preserving original quality.

We have applied a scalable multimedia multicast network, where the received data quality can be estimated at each UE by replacing with the likelihood of a coded data reaching each UE $\mu, \alpha_{\mu}$ rather than $\alpha_{avg}$. For example, consider the quality of data received at a user (i.e., UE $\mu$) be $\phi_{m}$ and let the incessant multimedia be characterized in such manner that the base scalability of the data layer is accepted through the receiver node at likelihood more than a predefined likelihood of $\theta$. Thus, the likelihood of the $\mu$th UE receiving the base layer, $\rho_{1,\mu}$ can be estimated by substituting with $\alpha_{\mu}$ rather than $\alpha_{avg}$. Here, each UE (i.e., user) can be assigned redundant packet using a score or rank value of $\pi_{\mu}$ in such way that

$$\pi_{\mu} = \begin{cases} \emptyset & ; \rho_{1,\mu} > \theta \\ \emptyset & ; \rho_{1,\mu} \leq \theta \end{cases}$$

Thus, considering overall users in the network ($\phi$), the mean rank can be obtained as

$$\bar{r} = \frac{\sum_{\mu=1}^{\phi} \pi_{\mu}}{\phi} \quad (27)$$

The optimal value of $m_{1}, m_{2}, ..., m_{z}$, so that the likelihood of unremitting multimedia data at each user gets augmented while maintaining an increased average quality per user. The average quality per user can be obtained using (28).

$$\sum_{d=1}^{z} (m_{d}) = R \quad (28)$$

### 3.2 S-RLNC-MGM Assisted MAC FOR LTE/LTE-A

In previous sections we discussed the robustness of our proposed S-RLNC-MGM model for resource optimization and QoS/QoE centric redundant packet optimization. In addition, we have applied S-RLNC model at the top of MAC layer of the LTE RAN protocol stack to reduce computational overheads and signaling overheads due to traditional HARQ model. In practice, LTE facilitates wireless broadband IP connectivity to the UEs through UMTS Terrestrial RAN (E-UTRAN) design [13]. The following figure (Fig. 4) depicts the classical protocol stack functional for the downlink IP packet flow in LTE protocol. As depicted by applying the Packet Data Conversion Protocol (PDCP), IP data packets enter the base station known as e-NodeB (eNB). Now, the PDCP IP packets are transmitted to the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer once processing the header compression and ciphering, which is then followed by segmentation and (or) concatenation of the packets to fit the MAC frame size. It is then followed by the conversion into specific data packets to be fit with the physical layer (PHY) Transport Block (TB) size for further transmission. However each MAC frame is assigned a distinct PHY TB for broadcast above the eNB/UE. Dependable MAC frame delivery above eNB/UE connection is supported by means of MAC-HARQ approach for unicast services. In major traditional approaches, in case HARQ retransmissions fails, RLC-layer Acknowledged Mode (AM)
is employed that uses additional RLC-level ARQ to assure RLC packet delivery [52]. However, it happens at the cost of increased redundant packets and higher signaling overheads that as a result impose additional latency and energy consumption. To alleviate these issues, in our proposed model S-RLNC has been applied at the top of the classical MAC RNC, as depicted in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. MAC-HARQ solution](image)

In process, the PHY TB which is a PHY layer packet mapped to a unit of PHY time-frequency resources on the wireless link called Resource Block Pair (RBP). Typically, unit PHY RBP equals 1 ms of time period also called Transmission Time Interval (TTI). In general, the PHY TB size in each TTI depends upon two factors; the AM system selected by means of the MAC scheduler that exploits information like Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) given by the UE and number of RBP N_{RB} of PHY RBPs assigned to the UE. The classical LTE MAC with MAC-HARQ imposes significant computational or (and) signaling overheads during FEC [53]. The predominant solution originates from the RLC layer to deliver RLC IP/PDCP packet above the eNB/UE line. This solution is the normalized method that transmits PDCP/IP packet through parallel, autonomous and time-interleaved delivery of associated disjoint segments (MAC frames), which is supported through the MAC-HARQ protocol to assist reliable multimedia data delivery (Fig. 4).

In this mechanism the PDCP/IP packet is accepted once every of its RLC/MAC segments are received at the receiver or the UE [52]. Unlike traditional MAC-HARQ, we have applied our proposed S-RLNC model at the top of classical MAC protocol. Unlike classical LTE MAC, our proposed S-RLNC-MAC model does not segment the PDCP/IP packet. In our proposed model RLC layer compresses the PDCP/IP packet directly into the RLC packet that maintains the reliability of IP packets containing multimedia data components [54]. As depicted in Fig. 5, in case of bigger RLC (PDCP) packets, RLC layer concatenates multiple packets into an individual RLC packet. Further, in MAC layer, RLC message is processed with the proposed S-RLNC-MGM model where the data packet is split into K equal-size source symbols from which a stream of S-RNLC processed symbol is generated. In our proposed model, S-RLNC-MGM with GF of size 8 has been taken into consideration to perform multicast transmission over LTE-MAC. Here, MAC S-RLNC generated suitable equal-length data packets which are collected into a MAC frame to fit the future PHY TBS. In our model, MAC frame is accumulated in the PHY TB. The received PHY TB at UE with additional redundant packets is decoded using S-RLNC-MGM MAC (decoding) sub-layer. Once receiving linearly independent encoded packets from the stream of MAC frames, the UE MAC gives back an individual ACK message deciding the RLC packet transmission. We have applied real time multimedia data packets, where realistic LTE/LTE-A EUTRAN data delivery model is developed by broadcasting image data for unicast and multicast multimedia transmission services. The image data transmission is taken into consideration where IP data streams transmit video substance to the user equipments (UEs). Here, each IP image data (say, frame) is assigned a set of time-frequency resources at the eNB/UE radio-interface, defined by means of a set of PHY RBPs above a time-sequence of TTI periods.

Considering MBMS transmissions, S-RLNC-MDM exploits network conditions which have been simulated with Gilbert Elliot model, and accordingly performs resource allocation. Even exploiting channel state conditions (CSI), eNB can use and schedule certain suitable coding and modulation system over PHY TBs for upcoming TTIs. On the contrary, the currently applied 3GPP standard of multimedia broadcast, the eNB applies a fixed PHY broadcast model targeting total cellular reporting regardless of the individual UE channel conditions.

![Figure 5. S-RLNC MGM-MAC solution](image)
of packet delivery ratio, loss ratio, delay, peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) etc. The results obtained are discussed in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion

In this research work, the predominant emphasis was made on developing a robust and efficient multimedia multicasting model for LTE/LTE-A system. Considering the need of QoS/QoE experience in LTE broadcast demands, here we focused on enhancing NC scheme by incorporating systematic NC scheme where only a fraction of input data is required to be encrypted. This enables our proposed system to be computationally efficient. The development of interleaving and coding was applied to strengthen transmission reliability. Unlike classical NC scheme, we developed a multiple generation mixing (MGM) model to strengthen or optimize redundant packet distribution across the users (here, UEs) in LTE network. Thus, the overall proposed NC scheme was derived as S-RLNC-MGM model to be further applied for LTE-MAC as a substitute or at the top of traditional LTE-MAC-HARQ. This as a result enhances overall signaling overheads by reducing iterative ARQ to the transmitter. In addition, we applied an iterative buffer flush (IBF) model that once receiving data packet at the receiver flushes transmitter buffer and hence preserves bandwidth significantly. Unlike traditional NC scheme where with each generation redundant data packet is required to be transmitted along with the data packet, we derived MGM model that transmits redundant packet at once after mixing encoded packets from multiple generation. This reduces computational complexity as well as buffer occupancy. To assess the error-proneness assessment of the proposed S-RLNC-MGM model, we assessed our proposed system with different loss conditions, which was incorporated by varying network loss pattern. We used COST231 (an enhanced Okumura Hata loss Model (OHM) which functions in the frequency range of 150-1500 MHz) to examine packet loss resiliency under varying loss conditions. Noticeably, COST231 loss model is applicable for the frequency range of 1500 to 2000 MHz, which is sufficient for LTE systems. This simulation case is applicable for the UE’s speed of 30km/hour. Our proposed system was tested with six User Equipments (UEs) distributed in a three layers (source, intermediate and sink) distributed across LTE network. We tested performance with the Galois Field of size 4, 8 and 16, and the results for each test conditions (GF=4/8/16) was examined. In S-RLNC-MGM, we applied image data as multimedia input. As sample, we applied standard images of different size such as Lena, Photographer, and Baboon to test efficacy of our proposed system in terms of PSNR, MSE etc. The simulation was done for different datasets with different GF size and packet rate. The overall simulation model is developed using MATLAB 2015a tool.

At first S-RLNC-MGM model has been examined for throughput (i.e., packet delivery ratio (PDR) and packet loss performance with different GF size and the number of generation. Since S-RLNC-MGM applies redundant packet transmission for multiple generations at a time rather than redundant packets-per generation. It enhances buffer occupancy while maintaining optimal data decoding at the receiver.
Considering QoS/QoE assurance in multimedia data transmission over LTE/LTE-A systems, in this research different images with different packet size are transmitted over developed routing model. Noticeably, considering above results to further examine the performance of the proposed S-RLNC-MGM model for multimedia multicast over LTE, in our research we applied the following test conditions. Here, the images of different sizes (Windows-22kb, Lena-100kb, Baboon-175kb) have been applied for performance evaluation. Table 2 presents the results obtained for the different image data.

### Table 1. Simulation Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galois Field</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Generations</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant packet</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Loss Condition (probability)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Model</td>
<td>Gilbert Elliot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of cells</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer of multicast</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data types</td>
<td>Multimedia (image) data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Multimedia data transmission quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Received Image</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>39.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>27.67</td>
<td>33.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>132.01</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Authors [49] applied LDPC as the channel coding scheme that transmits data at the discrete rate, with GF of size 8. In their simulation authors applied 1400 symbols per generation, while in our simulation we tested it with different symbol size varying from 500 to 2000 symbols per generation, where the number of generation were taken as 5, 10, 15 and 20. Since, our proposed system was assessed with image multimedia data and hence avoided any channel coder such as H.264/AVC or SVC. Here, we encoded the base layer and two enhancement layers, which were taken into consideration in such way that the individual scalable layer possesses a distinct discrepancy in bit-rates and quality. The considered image data was accommodated in S-RLNC-MGM with different symbol size ranging 500 to 2000 from the Galois Field of varying size (GF-4, 8 and 16). We have considered PSNR of the received image at the receiver as the quality index. The maximum PSNR obtained in the PNC was approximate 35dB, while in our work the simulation with image data exhibited maximum PSNR of 39.51 dB. The results in Table 2 reveal that with increase in data size or payload PSNR reduces; however the reduction is significantly low to make any decisive quality degradation. It signifies the suitability of the proposed S-RLNC-MGM
model towards multimedia data transmission or multicast over LTE/LTE-A protocol standard. Recently, authors [55] developed a practical network coding (PNC) scheme for content and network aware multimedia multicast. Though, our work exploits multicast nature of the PNC proposed in [55], the implementation of our proposed S-RLNC-MGM model enables better performance in terms of multimedia data transmission.

5. Conclusion
Considering the key QoS parameter demand over LTE systems, such as minimum delay, low or negligible latency, higher resource utilization etc, in this research paper the focus was made on deriving a robust network coding scheme for multimedia data delivery over LTE/LTE-A systems. Unlike classical network coding algorithms, this paper presented an enhanced systematic random linear network coding (S-RLNC) based transmission model, which has been armored with multiple generation mixing (MGM) and iterative buffer flush (IBF) that augments resource utilization. In addition, the use of MGM with S-RLNC strengthened proposed multimedia multicast model to ensure optimal redundant packet transmission that enhances both computational efficacy as well as resource utilization, while ensuring assured decoding at the receiver. Furthermore, realizing the practical network conditions, the proposed S-RLNC-MGM model was examined with varying network loss conditions, where it was found robust in terms of successful data delivery and decoding at the receiver. Considering the limitations of the existing LTE HARQ-MAC protocol, particularly in terms of signaling overhead, round trip time (RTT) and latency, in this research paper, the proposed S-RLNC scheme has been applied on the top of LTE-MAC has that augments existing system to deliver reliable multimedia data with almost 100% success rate (i.e., 100% packet delivery ratio) with low latency and minimum error. Considering quality preserving nature, the simulation with multimedia image data has revealed minimum mean square error and higher signal to noise ratio, which signifies its suitability for real time multimedia data transmission over LTE. In future, the proposed S-RLNC-MGM model can be applied with LTE standard simulation models with video data under dynamic network conditions etc. The usefulness of H264/SVC encoding can also be assessed to augment data rate transmission in LTE.
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